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ABSTRACT

Social media is already a fixture for reporting for many
journalists, especially around breaking news events where
non-professionals may already be on the scene to share an
eyewitness report, photo, or video of the event. At the same
time, the huge amount of content posted in conjunction with
such events serves as a challenge to finding interesting and
trustworthy sources in the din of the stream. In this paper
we develop and investigate new methods for filtering and
assessing the verity of sources found through social media
by journalists. We take a human centered design approach
to developing a system, SRSR (“Seriously Rapid Source
Review”), informed by journalistic practices and
knowledge of information production in events. We then
used the system, together with a realistic reporting scenario,
to evaluate the filtering and visual cue features that we
developed. Our evaluation offers insights into social media
information sourcing practices and challenges, and
highlights the role technology can play in the solution.
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INTRODUCTION

Social media contains a wealth of information and value for
journalists and has already proven to have a large impact on
news reporting. Whether it’s terrorist attacks in Mumbai
[17], a plane crash landing on the Hudson River [16], or
first-hand reports of a demonstration in Cairo, the use of
social media in news reporting is no longer uncommon.
Social media offers an opportunity for journalists to reach
beyond their typical source networks of elite or otherwise
affiliated sources [22], as well as to build a personal brand
and following and to disseminate information to their
network [14].
In this work we address the opportunity social media offers
for journalists to find and assess information sources. We
develop a tool, SRSR (“Seriously Rapid Source Review”),
with a number of novel features in order to begin to
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evaluate how professional journalists work in a specific
social media reporting scenario, and how new technology
can help journalists find and assess the verity of sources in
social media. The contributions of this work fall along two
lines: (1) the development of novel filters and aggregate
cues driven by journalism practice and information
production in events, and (2) the evaluation of those cues
with domain experts in a way that allows us to reason about
current practices and the potential to augment them.
In particular, to enable finding and assessing information
sources in social media, we develop a number of filtering
and information cues. A high precision eyewitness detector
is developed using a principled dictionary approach. A
user-type classifier segments potential sources according to
information production archetypes (e.g. organization,
journalist/blogger, ordinary person) [7]. A method to
aggregate location information from a potential source’s
friend network is used as a cue towards location knowledge.
Finally, network connectivity and aggregate content cues
are computed in order to assist journalists trying to assess
the verity of sources.
An evaluation with seven professional social media editors
at leading local, national, and international news outlets
provides insights into how these filters and cues can help
augment the current practices of top domain experts (i.e.
journalists), support them in finding sources in social media
content about events, and provide vital context for assessing
the trustworthiness of these sources.
RELATED WORK

We discuss relevant research on journalistic tools, issues of
source verification, and variable sourcing needs such as
authorities or eyewitnesses in different reporting contexts.
Journalism studies scholars have suggested a need for better
tools to help tame the cacophony of social media [12].
Indeed, efforts in the visual analytics [8] and HCI
communities [9, 15] have already made forays into social
media tools with journalistic applications. For instance, the
Vox Civitas system [8] organized and visualized tweets
around broadcast news events and showed that journalists
were able to find interesting story angles based on both
individual tweets as well as aggregate cues of volume or
sentiment response. Results of the Vox Civitas study also
suggested considering ways in which sources in social
media might be better characterized to help journalists
assess their verity, which we address in this work.

Indeed veracity has been identified in prior work as a key
concern for gathering information on social media [12].
Rumors and misinformation can be rapidly disseminated
when corroboration or cues for trust are missing. Recent
computational work has considered automatically detecting
misinformation [20] and assessing information credibility
[5], as well as more deeply understanding credibility cues
on Twitter [21]. In this work we focus on supplying a range
of informational cues that can enable a professional
journalist to come to their own determination of
information quality.
Identifying credible sources to help tell a story in news
reporting can depend on different factors such as time
demands [2], type of reporting and news event [3, 10], and
proximity [1]. For instance, some stories may call for
identifying experts who can speak authoritatively to a topic
or issue. Such sources are known as cognitive authorities
[27], and in some cases may include the journalist
themselves if they have a particular credential or have built
an expertise on a particular topic over time [13]. There is a
growing body of research and products that seek to address
the need for finding topical, cognitive authorities by
identifying such authorities in social media. For instance,
Weng [26], Pal and Counts [18], as well as online tools
such as the Klout (http://www.klout.com) and Sulia
services (http://www.sulia.com) all seek to find or rank
authoritative authors on various topics. Identifying such
sources is not a focus of our work here, although we do
integrate the Klout score to provide a basic informational
cue about the magnitude and topics of authority for sources
presented in our interface.
However, in breaking news situations that involve readily
perceivable information (e.g. fires, crimes, etc.) cognitive
authorities are perhaps less useful than eyewitnesses.
Eyewitnesses do not posses any special authority aside from
a claim to have witnessed some event first hand and an
ability to report on an event using their own perceptions of
the world. As Zelizer points out, news organizations often
use eyewitnesses to add credibility to reports by virtue of
the correspondent’s on-site proximity to the event [30].
Witnessing and reporting on what the journalist had
witnessed have long been seen as quintessential acts of
journalism [30]. Social media provides a platform where
once passive witnesses [19] can become active and share
their eyewitness testimony with the world, including with
journalists who may choose to amplify their report. To date,
we are not aware of research that helps to automatically
identify eyewitnesses in social media. In this work, our
classifiers and filters are designed, in part, to help
professional journalists more effectively find eyewitnesses
from social media content.
THE DESIGN PROCESS OF SRSR

SRSR was iteratively developed using a process of usercentered design focused on professional reporters and
journalists. The design goal was to develop an interface

with informational cues that would help journalists find and
assess sources in social media. As designers, we first
considered the related work and divergently explored
potential cues based on our intuition and common practices
in journalism. In the process, we interviewed four
professional reporters to understand how they were using
social media in their daily practices. We pursued a scenario
based design approach [4] to consider the variety of
contexts in which the tool might be used as well as to shape
the feature set. We produced low-fidelity prototypes (i.e.
paper mockups) and showed these to other journalism
professionals to gather their reactions and comments. Using
this feedback we iterated on the design and implemented
the core features in a fully-functional prototype.
Requirements Gathering Interviews

Early in the design process we arranged interviews with
four reporters, fluent with social media, from an online
news outlet, newspaper, and radio station. The interviews
were informal (three were face-to-face in cafés, and one
was via email) and uncompensated. We approached the
interviews with several questions in mind, aiming to
understand how journalists use social media, including what
tools they were using to find or assess sources, why they
follow or contact sources on social media, and what kinds
of events they use social media to cover.
The interviews helped solidify the idea that identifying
eyewitnesses to events was a primary use-case for
journalists using social media. Journalists often search for
personal observations of people with real first-hand
information, or individuals who may be directly affected by
events. Journalists look for people with a story relating to
the event, or that are in some way involved with or
impacted by the event. Other use cases of social media
included finding people to “humanize” or exemplify some
trend that is being reported, or for finding expert sources.
One interviewee also mentioned a preference for looking at
institutional accounts (i.e. organizations), or public figures
rather than ordinary individuals.
Additionally, the interviewees mentioned a number of
useful informational features about social media sources,
including measures of retweets, conversational engagement,
and linking behavior. The importance of source location
was mentioned several times, especially in the context of
breaking news. One reporter related that it could be useful
to support finding local (to the reporter) people who are
conversing with others in a distant event (e.g. finding
people in LA who are talking to people in Egypt during the
Egyptian riots), since they could perhaps relate that event
for a more localized story. Finding diverse sources (e.g.
along dimensions of age, geography, ethnicity, or political
affiliation) was also seen as a desirable feature.
Scenario Development

Building on the journalism and media literature, we
describe several dimensions along which news coverage
and journalistic sourcing of information around events may

vary. These dimensions inform our development of
scenarios and also provide a context for our evaluation and
results. The dimensions include the type of news content,
the time profile of reporting on an event, and the proximity
and geographic extent of the event.
A content dimension that has been shown to affect the
sourcing practices of journalists is whether the news is hard
news (e.g. politics, crime, business) or softer news (e.g.
entertainment, celebrity, human interest) [2]. Reporting
around hard “enterprise” stories such as investigative
projects or in-depth reports has been shown to exhibit
different patterns of sourcing such as more source diversity
[10]. Reporting on soft news, or longer-term enterprise
stories often has less time pressure and allows the journalist
more time in identifying the best sources of information for
a story. We thus expect that the time-pressure associated
with a reporting scenario will affect the way sources are
found and evaluated with a tool such as SRSR. Other
factors that may also affect the time pressure of reporting
include: if it is a breaking news story (i.e., happening in
real-time), if there is a time lag to the event (e.g., the
journalist is “catching up” with an event), if the report is
retrospective (e.g., a trend), or if reporting an ongoing story
that unfolds over a longer time-frame (e.g., a heatwave).
Research in journalism also distinguishes two additional
dimensions that are important to the design of SRSR. These
are whether the news coverage is routine or non-routine,
and whether the event is proximate or non-proximate to the
reporter. Routine reports, such as around news releases or
public meetings tend to have higher proportions of affiliated
sources than non-routine reports. For less proximate events
(with respect to the reporter’s or news outlet’s location)
journalists typically have a less diverse pool of sources
developed, thus relying more on official or affiliated
sources [1]. Another dimension of proximity is the
geographically relevant extent of the event: such as if the
event is purely local, or has national or international
interest. An international story may also have language or
cultural challenges associated with obtaining sources.
Based on these design dimensions we wrote several detailed
scenarios that explored different combinations of event and
reporting characteristics as a way to expose additional
design requirements [4]. For instance, we considered
combinations such as (real-time, hard news, nonroutine),
(retrospective, soft news, routine), and (lagged, hard news,
routine, international). Though we could not explore all
combinations of characteristics, this exercise did expose the
need to consider flexibility in the design of SRSR so as to
meet diverse information needs of journalists in these
different situations. The ideal tool would be flexible along
the appropriate dimensions so as to allow it to be used for
reporting on various types of events with various
information needs. In the end, we chose to focus the
evaluation of the tool on the breaking news scenario since

we felt a time-pressured and non-routine event was likely to
arouse interest in participants.
INTERFACE AND INTERACTION DESIGN

This section describes the interface and interaction design
of SRSR, including informational cues we developed based
on the background interviews and analysis of event types
and scenarios described in the previous section.
The SRSR interface (Figure 1) combines abilities to find
(search, sort, filter) and assess users that can serve as
potential sources of information. Finding sources could be a
significant problem given the magnitude of (both relevant
and irrelevant) content posted for each event. Assessment
and verification of information and sources is also
important to journalists, and could be a time consuming
process. We thus strove to develop and include visual and
informational cues that could help journalists both find
sources, as well as (at least initially) assess their credibility.
The interface is presented as a scrolling list of Twitter users
who are potential sources for a given event. Each row
captures information for a single user, with the detailed
SRSR profile on the left, and the user’s content (recent
tweets) on the right. The SRSR profile includes information
about the user that is retrieved, aggregated, or computed
from Twitter as detailed next.
The SRSR profile incorporates many of the standard
elements retrieved from Twitter such as the full user name,
screen name, user image, age of the account, number of
followers and followees, as well as the user-provided
description and URL. In addition to the basic Twitter
information, the SRSR profile includes information about
the user aggregated or derived from Twitter data. These
items include the standardized location of the user (see next
section), which is prominently displayed as a cue (Figure
1.2). The profile also includes aggregate information such
as the number of times any of the user’s event-related
tweets were retweeted. A small network “sketch” shows
other users active in the event that are following this user
(Figure 1.6), a potential cue to how involved the user is in
the dissemination of information related to the event [29].
Several of the most important cues shown in the interface
are computed through various methods such as automatic
classifiers (described in the next section). First, SRSR
indicates, through an icon and a label, whether the source
has been identified as a journalist/blogger, organization, or
“ordinary” person (Figure 1.3). Originally inspired by the
categories of information brokers [28], the categories we
use have been further refined to represent different types of
information that may be available from different types of
users [7]. Second, SRSR shows a set of pie charts indicating
the top three locations where the user’s Twitter contacts are
located (Figure 1.5). This cue provides more location
information and indicates whether the source has a “tie” or
other personal interest in the location of the event, an aspect
of sourcing exposed through our preliminary interviews and

Figure 1. The SRSR interface depicting data from the first flurry of tweets during the Tottenham Riots.

suggested by related work [23, 29]. Third, SRSR displays
the top five entities (e.g. organizations, people, and places)
that the user had mentioned in their tweet history (Figure
1.7). Finally, to help identify eyewitnesses, a red eyewitness
icon is shown next to the username for profiles that SRSR
identifies as probable eyewitnesses (Figure 1.4). The
evaluation examines the value of these different cues in
finding and assessing sources.

details: over the Klout score shows topics that the source is
influential on; over the network sketch shows the name of
the follower; over the friends’ location chart shows the total
number of friends in that location; and over the entities
shows the total number of mentions of that entity in the
history. Hovering over the general profile area exposes
three actions that the user can take on the source: favorite,
follow, and contact (via an @ reply).

In addition to presenting these multilple cues, SRSR allows
journalists to filter, sort, and search the set of users in
different ways to effectively find interesting sources of
information. A row of filter tabs is present above the source
list (Figure 1.1). One set of filters acts on the source, while
another set is for filtering based on content from the source.
In the source column the user can filter on user type, or by
whether the user has been identified as an eyewitness. The
content column allows filtering by excluding RTs (i.e., to
keep only original tweets), or by tweets that contain links to
images or videos. The sorting options in SRSR allow the
user to re-rank sources based on various criteria including:
latest content timestamp (users with newest or oldest tweets
first), number of times the user has been retweeted, the
number of tweets posted by the user for the event, number
of links shared, number of the user’s followers who are also
tweeting about the event, the eyewitness-ness score (an
aggregate score based on the number of posts classified as
eyewitness posts, described in the next section), and finally,
the Klout “influence” score. Our evaluation considers how
these filtering and sorting options might play a role in
finding sources.

TECHNICAL FEATURE DEVELOPMENT

Beyond the information shown in Figure 1, SRSR
interactions can expose additional details about a source.
Hovering over certain elements provides the following

In order to render many of the information cues in the
interface we computed a number of features based on each
source’s profile data. We provide a description of the
various features developed for SRSR in three main parts.
The first part describes the classification of the sources into
user archetypes and eyewitnesses. In the second part we
discuss the features characterizing the content shared by the
sources. Finally in the third part we discuss a location
characterization of the social graph of a source.
Information Source Classifiers

In this section we discuss two classifiers that could help a
journalist assess a user’s potential as a source, such as by
providing cues to suggest the type of information they may
provide (e.g. first-hand). The first classifier categorizes
users into types (organizations, journalists, or ordinary
people). The second classifier identifies users that are likely
eyewitnesses to the event in question.
Identifying Source Categories

We developed and implemented a classifier for three user
archetypes: organizations, journalists/bloggers, and
ordinary people. We chose these categories because they
delineate different information sharing behaviors with
respect to an event. For instance, organizations may
coordinate rescue efforts for emergency events, ordinary

individuals may have original (e.g. eyewitness) information
[25], and journalists may engage in synthesis and
amplification as second hand information providers [23].
More specifically, the organizations category refers to
Twitter accounts that are associated with an organization in
the real world, catering to some social, political or business
goal (e.g., a company, brand, product or charity).
Journalists/bloggers includes individuals who are
associated with a mass media enterprise/news organization
or who maintain a blog that reflects professional interests.
Finally, ordinary individuals are other people on Twitter for
a variety of reasons: posting updates on their day-to-day
life, expanding professional opportunities, maintaining
contacts with their friends, or to discover relevant/useful
content relating to their interests.
The classification methodology and details about the
performance of this classifier are discussed in [7]. The
features we use for the classification include the user’s
network/structural features (such as the number of Twitter
followers), activity features (e.g. frequency of posts and
presence of URLs), interaction features (use of Twitter retweets, mention and reply functions that indicate interaction
with other users), as well as semantic features (named
entities mentioned by the user, and the topic distribution of
their posts). The k-Nearest Neighbor based classifier
performs quite well, with balanced accuracy of over 90%
for the three main categories [7].
Identifying Eyewitnesses

This classifier aims to identify users that were eyewitnesses
to the event. These users can be valuable information
sources in terms of gathering honest and first-hand
information or experience. Eyewitnesses often serve as the
locus of information on an event, which may then be
propagated by other social media users. For the purposes of
this research we define eyewitnesses as “people who see,
hear, or know by personal experience and perception”.
As a first attempt toward trying to identify eyewitnesses to
an event we developed a simple eyewitness detector using a
dictionary-based technique to analyze the content of the
posts. We use the text analysis dictionary LIWC (Linguistic
Inquiry and Word Count, http://www.liwc.net/). LIWC
provides a rich set of words categorized across 70 different
language dimensions (e.g., affect, cognitive mechanisms,
health, time, etc.). We hypothesize that categories that are
likely to be reflective of a source’s space/time or
experiential authority of the event are indicative of
eyewitness-ness. These categories include the LIWC
categories ‘percept’, ‘see’, ‘hear’, ‘feel’, reflective of a
user’s presence during the event in space/time. We also
include ‘insight’ and ‘certainty’ LIWC categories, reflective
of the source’s experience.
Given a combined dictionary of words from these
categories (a total of 741 words), we developed a simple
eyewitness classifier that looks at how a user includes these

words in their posts. This binary classifier was geared
towards associating “eyewitness” (and correspondingly
“non-eyewitness”) labels to different posts on an event.
First, our system marks each post from an event as
containing “eyewitness words”. A post is marked if it
contains at least one eyewitness word from the categories
above (we use stemming so words do not need to match
precisely). This mechanism yields a labeled set of event
posts that contain eyewitness words. Finally, a user is
considered an eyewitness if they made at least one post that
contains eyewitness words. Eyewitnesses can also be
ranked by their eyewitness-ness based on the number of
posts they shared containing eyewitness words.
This simple classifier proved effective (at least in terms of
precision) on a test dataset of 1000 posts. To test the
classifier’s performance, we created a ground truth dataset
of 1000 posts collected from four diverse events (250 posts
from each). We used Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to
label each post as “eyewitness” or not. We only allowed
“Master” workers (a title that Amazon confers on the most
accurate workers) to complete our task. We iteratively
developed our coding instructions by comparing Turk codes
for a subsample (15%) of posts that were labeled by one of
the researchers. We collected labels from three independent
workers for each post and took the majority vote label as
the final label for the post. An accuracy of 89% was
reached for the Turk coders with respect to the researcher
labeled posts. We then used Turk to label the rest of the
sample. We evaluated the classifier output for individual
posts against the ground truth labels generated by the
Turkers. The classifier precision was 0.89 (reflecting a low
false positive rate) while the recall was 0.32 (high false
negative rate).
In the context of SRSR, since a journalist is exploring the
sources via a visual interface, the high precision yielded by
our algorithm is a desirable finding as it means that few
false positives will be presented in the interface. While this
simple classifier is only a first step toward the challenge of
classifying eyewitnesses, it provided us with enough
precision to demonstrate some utility in the user study.
Content Characterization of Sources

The second part of our technical feature development is
comprised of a variety of cues that are derived from the
user’s content posted on Twitter. This section describes
these content-based cues.
Named Entity Extraction

To provide cues on the user’s range of interests, we extract
named entities for every user based on their past posts on
Twitter. These named entities capture the interest domains
and potential expertise of the source. We derive the named
entities using Open Calais (http://www.opencalais.com),
which analyzes the content of the posts, as well as any
URLs present in them, to extract entities for people, places,
and organizations (e.g., “Obama”, “New York”) and their
types (e.g., “Person”, “City”).

URL Characterization

To reflect the type of information shared by the user, SRSR
aggregates user’s linking behavior, including the number of
links that they share (an indicator of interest in the event),
as well as the number of image and video links shared. To
this end, we label the URLs that appear in the content as
“image”, “video” or “article”. We first resolve shortened
URLs (e.g. from services such as bit.ly, j.mp, or t.co) to
their full URL. Then, we associate each URL with a label
based on a hand-crafted dictionary of domain names and
the likely media featured on those domains. For example, in
our dictionary, “youtube.com” was associated with “video”,
and ‘flickr.com” with “image”. Note that there could be
domains that feature more than one type of media; e.g.,
nytimes.com content typically includes articles but can also
include images and video; twitpic.com hosts primarily
images, however, at times, videos too. In such cases, we use
the most frequent media type for the domain (based on our
manual inspection) as the corresponding label. Using this
dictionary we were able to label 89% of all the posts
bearing a URL with the remaining 11% left unlabeled.
Content from Mobile Devices

To judge the likelihood of users to post immediate content,
and their potential proximity to the event, we provide a cue
that captures whether the user is posting content from a
mobile device. To label posts as mobile or non-mobile, we
compiled a dictionary of posting applications typically used
by Twitter users. In the dictionary each posting tool (e.g.,
“Twitter for iPhone”, “Twitterific”, etc.) is labeled as
“mobile”, “desktop” or “unknown”. We use this dictionary
to associate “mobile” or “non-mobile” labels to each post
related to an event. The 20% of the posts from “unknown”
tools were assigned, as a default, the non-mobile label, in
order to maintain high precision for the mobile label.
Spatial Characterization of Users

In order to expose a user’s “ties” or other personal interest
and knowledge about the location of the event, we represent
the location of the user, as well as the dominant locations of
their network contacts. An understanding of the aggregate
location distribution of a source’s social contacts will reveal
how a source relates to various geographies, as well as
suggest the source’s potential knowledge and connections
to or interests in a geographically embedded event.
To perform this spatial characterization, the system focuses
on a source’s reciprocal contacts: users to which the source
has both a following and follower relationship. Henceforth
we refer to these connections as “friends”. The goal of our
spatial characterization is to identify the most prevalent
locations of the user’s friends. The challenge is that the
location field on Twitter is a free text field, containing data
that may not even describe a geographic location, or
describe one in an obscure or unspecific manner [11]. We
thus need to undertake a process of standardizing user
locations into recognized and established place names that
can in turn allow for reliable aggregation.

Generating place names from the location field text data
involves a series of steps. We compare each complete freetext location string against a Gazetteer constructed from
Wikipedia1 and U.S. Census data2. If there is a (partial)
match, we obtain the place name [city, state, country]
representation for the user’s location string. In cases where
the location string did not match any city, state, or country
(e.g., “east village”), we try to resolve the location string
using the MapQuest Geocoding API, which responds with a
place name match or an “unknown” response.
In order to compute the accuracy of the place name
extraction process, we randomly sampled 200 users from
each of three events, for the purpose of specificity, and
another 200 users from the public timeline, for the purpose
of generality. We then manually compared the standardized
location and the actual location string shared on Twitter, for
each user in our sample.
We found that blank or non-geographically valid location
strings are approximately 25% of our data, which concurs
with prior work [11]. Some users (11.4%) had their location
fields automatically set to the latitude/longitude of their
location (using a GPS-enabled device). Excluding the cases
where blank or non-geographically valid location strings
were shared by users, the accuracy of our place name
process was in the range of 86-89%. Errors are due to
places that exist in more than one state or country (e.g.,
Athens, GA versus Athens, Greece). Our process prioritizes
locations in the U.S. over others.
Note that other ways to derive approximate location
information for a Twitter user exist (e.g., based on the
content that they post [6, 11]) and can augment our method.
However, we opted for a straightforward approach that
would not require the system to collect content from the
user and all their friends, and would still provide reasonable
results for aggregation.
STUDY

We conducted an exploratory study of SRSR to gain an
understanding of whether and how the system and its
various elements were helpful to journalists searching for
and evaluating sources in social media, and how they match
journalists’ needs and current practices. We probed
generally about their use of social media in journalism and
more specifically investigated their use of SRSR to find and
assess sources, noting how the SRSR features were used for
their tasks. In the course of our study, we observed their use
of the tool with two different event datasets, and
interviewed each participant before and after their use.
Procedure

The study was conducted on a laptop at the place of work of
each participant, usually in an area adjacent to the
newsroom. After consenting to be in the study, each
1
2
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participant was briefly interviewed about their existing
social media practices as they intersect with journalism
(e.g., events covered, challenges, tools used). The SRSR
interface was then demoed to the participant using a dataset
for a small event. All of the features of the interface were
demonstrated and explained, such as how to search, filter,
and sort and what data was used to construct the visual cues
they were seeing. The algorithms and expected accuracy for
user-type and eyewitness classifiers were also explained.
The participant then used the application with content from
two separate breaking news events. With the first event, the
participant was asked to get comfortable with the interface
and explore the different features and options. They were
asked to think aloud as they were doing so. After some time
to explore, the researcher prompted the participant to try
any features that they hadn’t yet in order to make sure that
they were fully aware of all of the options. With the second
event, the participant was given a concrete scenario to
frame their use of the tool. They were told to imagine that
they were trying to cover a breaking news event that had
just happened a few hours beforehand and that their news
organization did not have any reporters on the scene yet.
They were asked to use the SRSR tool to “find sources,
people, stories, or angles that you think could add to your
coverage of the event.” As before, the participant was asked
to think aloud as they used the interface.
After using the tool for approximately 20-25 minutes in the
scenario we conducted a semi-structured interview with
each participant. We asked about their general satisfaction
with the tool and about how each of the interface cues was
useful or not in finding or assessing sources. Interviews
were audio recorded and transcribed for analysis.
Content

We made use of three distinct events for our evaluation, one
for demo purposes, and two for the journalists to interact
with. For each of these events, we collected a sample of
Twitter posts using the Twitter streaming API. We
manually chose appropriate keywords (including hashtags)
for each event, and then used them as search terms in our
crawler. The streaming API crawler gave us a sample of
about 2% of the Twitter stream postings around each event.
From the tweet sample we then extracted the unique users
for each event and collected a variety of data from each
source in order to render the appropriate aggregate cues in
the interface.
The first event, used to demonstrate the SRSR system, was
a small conference-like local meeting in New York City,
July 9th, 2011, containing 67 sources and 277 Twitter posts.
The second event, used for allowing the participant to get
comfortable with the interface, was a set of 402 sources and
551 posts collected from the first evening of the Tottenham
riots, which took place in a neighborhood in London,
England on August 7th, 2011. The final event used for the
scenario in the study was a set of 7,263 sources and 12,595
posts collected from the first 6 hours after devastating

tornados hit Joplin, Missouri on May 22nd, 2011. The
Tottenham and Joplin events were explicitly selected
because they were recent breaking news events.
Participants

We evaluated SRSR with working journalism professionals
who have direct social media responsibilities as part of their
position. Such professionals have knowledge of the real
issues and workflows associated with using social media in
reporting. Combined with the in situ setting in which the
study took place, this approach gives us more ecological
validity to reflect on how the tool might be useful in
practice. We recruited participants by soliciting social
media editors for their participation in the study via email.
We continued to snowball sample, asking for referrals to
other journalists working with social media content.
Participants were offered a $35 Amazon.com gift card for
their time, though two participants declined the gift card. In
all we recruited seven participants (five male) from local
(Philly.com, New York Daily News), national (National
Public Radio - NPR, Huffington Post, Washington Post),
and international (Reuters, The Guardian) news outlets. Our
participants represent some of the best, most prominent, and
leading-edge users of social media in journalism today.
FINDINGS

As part of the interviews with participants we asked broadly
about their current use of social media in reporting and
journalism. For breaking news events the perceived value
of social media for finding first-hand reports, monitoring
events, and reporting under time duress were often
emphasized. Other aspects of sourcing such as building
beat-lists were also mentioned. Overwhelmingly, the
journalists were concerned with the issue of verification,
either of content or of sources. Several participants
mentioned that their role included debunking or confirming
social media rumors (content verification), as well as
assessing the credibility of sources (source verification).
One participant articulated the workflow challenge around a
specific reporting incident: “We were tempted to say
‘there’s a gunman in the Flatiron building’ and 60 people
are saying that it’s so on Twitter … learning how to apply
all of the traditional skills of journalism, verifying, checking
information and what it means… doing that quickly and
accurately and with a team of people not always in the
same place, that workflow has been a challenge” (P3).
In the following sub-sections we go into more detail on the
two high level tasks reflected above, finding and assessing
verity, and discuss informational cues that journalists
currently use or used in SRSR to accomplish these tasks.
Finding and Filtering

Given our scenario of a breaking news event centered on a
specific location many (five) of the participants in our study
immediately oriented themselves towards finding
eyewitness accounts including photos and videos. When
asked about what kinds of stories he was looking for one
participant responded, “Eyewitness stories, people who

have a unique experience that were in the place where the
event took place, if they have a personal story or if they
were personally affected by the event” (P2). The eyewitness
filter was often the first thing participants clicked on when
confronted with the Joplin event, “I gravitated to the
eyewitness thing first to quickly find people… on the ground
stuff” (P6). Oftentimes participants would first click to filter
sources for eyewitnesses, and then further filter for only
tweets containing images or videos.
Several participants also stressed the importance of location
in conjunction with eyewitnesses, which the purely contentbased eyewitness detector that we prototyped did not take
into account. Almost all participants acknowledged the
need to combine location search and filtering with
eyewitness detection in order to find the true eyewitnesses.
But despite this underlying shortcoming, participants
nonetheless found valuable sources via the eyewitness
filter, “I am finding people in eyewitnesses who are there,
so even though it’s not perfect I’m finding useful
information and people I probably wouldn’t otherwise find”
(P4). One participant sorted by eyewitness-ness on the
Tottenham event and noted that it showed her someone she
acknowledged had been a great source of information when
she had actually been covering that event. But still there
were two participants that expressed some skepticism over
the eyewitness algorithm, “I would need to be able to test it
out in real time for something that I’m aware of who the
eyewitnesses are, just to see if it matches up” (P5).
We also explicitly asked participants in our study about
their reactions to and use of the different user type filters.
The overall utility of the filters is perhaps best summarized
by a participant who said, “I could see these categories
being useful if I’m doing something in real-time or if I have
a very long list that I want to quickly segment. I would
probably give each one a quick glance.” (P5). Of the
different user-types it appears that filters for organizations
and journalists/bloggers were the most interesting in the
given scenario, with filters for ordinary people perceived as
less useful, “I don’t think I need ordinary people… I think
I’m just gonna stick to all, eyewitnesses, or organizations”
(P1); “I don’t need ordinary person.” (P2). There was more
of an interest in finding organizations, “The local stations in
Joplin would be very interesting to me, what aid
organizations or local organizations.” (P3); “Organizations
was useful, I found two sources by clicking on it” (P4). And
there was also an emphasis on finding the locally relevant
organizations, “I would probably go through and eliminate
national organizations and keep the ones that are local
level or focused directly on the event.” (P5).
When looking for more authoritative or fact-based reports,
participants also made use of the capability to filter for
journalists/bloggers,
“I
would
look
to
other
journalists/bloggers to compile a list of more authoritative
sources” (P6); “I would tend to focus on the eyewitnesses
and journalists/bloggers. Eventually I’d look at everyone

else but I’d want to start my search with those two groups
because they would normally provide me with the most
information.” (P2). This notion of journalists/bloggers
providing better information was echoed by others as well,
“Let’s say it’s 20 minutes after it’s happened, one of the
first things I’d do is click journalists/bloggers because I’d
want to see who the local voices are, who are more likely to
know what they’re talking about.” (P5).
Searching was used to a lesser extent than filtering by most
participants. Participants searched for event-relevant words
such as “police”, “shooting”, “dead”, “fire”, or “twister” as
well as for locations or places that they saw mentioned in
some posts (e.g. Walmart, Bruce Grove). They wanted to
find out if other content had been posted about those places,
suggesting that search pivots might be built around
locations mentioned in tweets. Another strategy employed
by journalists searching social media was to look for words
or phrases that would indicate someone directly involved in
the event, such as “I’m OK” or “I’m safe”. As one
participant related, she will often imagine she is the person
in the situation in order to figure out what someone might
say (and therefore what she should search for).
A tension that arose for two participants was the interface’s
emphasis on sources over the raw content of the tweets. As
one participant said, “I think when we work, we’re
accustomed to the stream and content is primary and then
you want to make decisions about what to include or not
include around how credible the person is, but you don’t
care about their credibility unless the content is relevant”
(P6). Another participant echoed this sentiment of wanting
the interface “flipped” to put more emphasis on content
rather than sources. These comments suggest that future
designs may consider ways in which to better support the
direct finding of content, rather than the emphasis in our
design on finding sources.
Assessing Sources and Verity

During the study participants related that source context
including historical tweets, account age, website,
interactions with others (@-reply behavior), network
properties, and Klout score were all valuable cues that they
routinely use to assess their trust of sources. Below, we
focus the discussion on the aggregate and computed cues
included in SRSR, including friends’ locations, the network
sketches, and historical entities used.
Three participants noted that sources that had friends in the
location of the event were more believable, indicating that
showing friends’ locations can be an indicator of
credibility. One participant related this to the authority of
the source, “I think if it’s someone without any friends in
the region that they’re tweeting about then that’s not nearly
as authoritative, whereas if I find somebody who has 50%
of friends are in Joplin, I would immediately look at that.”
(P1). Another participant noted that he might focus more on
sources with dense friends’ networks in the location of the
event, but also alluded to how it impacts source assessment,

“It’s not as strong an indicator as if they live there… it
allows you to put more trust into what they’re saying but
it’s like a secondary trust for them to have a lot of friends in
the place that you’re talking about.” (P2).
The friends’ location cue was also discussed as a valuable
hint about the source’s location, suggesting where the
source may have stronger connections geographically: “It
gives me a better sense of where they maybe actually are”
(P3); “It shows if they have connections in the places where
you want to see them have connections” (P6). One
participant noted how the locative cue provided by friends’
locations would be even more valuable if it could be
aggregated at different scales: “It would be great to toggle
between city and state or country because there are times
where I want to know that this person has the vast majority
of followers are in Egypt but they’re spread out between a
dozen cities and cities don’t mean anything to me.” (P5).
Another cue that we provided in the SRSR interface was a
network sketch of people tweeting in the event who also
follow the source, designed to give a quick, glance-able
view of the source’s connectivity to others taking part in the
event stream. Three of our participants found this network
information explicitly useful for assessing sources. For
instance, one participant noted that a source had much more
credibility because it had the Red Cross as a follower.
Another participant noted that the more connected a source
is, the more reliable he considers the source. Participants
noted that they could use the network information for
finding sources also. Other types of network connections
were sought; participants mentioned benefit in seeing who
the source is talking to (@-replying), who they are friends
with, and who they are retweeting. These findings suggests
two possible extensions for the network information
features: one, providing a number of different network
sketches (one for each relationship type), which could be
useful, both for verity and for finding tasks; and two,
devising representations that quickly confer credibility from
known sources to less known sources, which would be
valuable in a time-constrained reporting scenario.
Finally, SRSR displayed each user’s top five most used
named entities. Participants were mixed on this information
cue in terms of its value and utility given the breaking news
scenario, “Unless it mentions the city where it takes place
it’s not very useful… theoretically it’s important but I think
it’s going to be important on a case by case basis.” (P5).
Three participants noted that, although they didn’t really
use the information in the breaking news scenario, that it
could be useful in other scenarios, “In a different scenario,
not a hard breaking news scenario but maybe I want to put
together an interesting stream of thought leaders on the
AfPak region… entities then might matter more to me.”
(P6). Another participant echoed this sentiment that
historical entities used would be “more useful for expert
finding” (P3). Historical topics talked about by sources

were suggested as something that would be helpful for
characterizing sources for different types of stories.
Overall Utility and Opportunities

The overall reaction to the constellation of cues provided in
the SRSR interface was positive. The information and
context around each source aided in both finding and
rapidly assessing sources by giving an overall view of the
source. As one participant put it, “This gives you context…
you have the context for whether or not you think they’re
reputable or whether or not they’re worth reaching out to.”
(P4). Having this context visible and close at hand is what
aids the verification of sources, “It’s giving me a lot of
context which is really useful when you’re trying to verify if
someone is reputable or not.” (P2).
Most of the participants alluded to the importance of
building lists from twitter sources, “One of the things I’d
like to develop is in any given story here’s a potential pool
of people that knows what’s going on.” (P5); “I would have
built a Joplin tornado list” (P7). Related to this notion of
curation, three participants also wanted to be able to hide or
eliminate sources from their view in order to reduce noise
in their stream as they assessed sources.
Various other content filters were also suggested by
participants and may be opportunities for future work and
development. For instance, two participants mentioned that
a filter based on opinion might be beneficial to help hone in
on sources that are less opinionated and more fact-based in
their tweets. This suggests an interesting opportunity for
studying a filter based on sentiment analysis. Automatically
classifying tweets as subjective or objective could enable
such a filter. Yet another suggestion for filtering was to be
able to filter content based on @-replies, both to separate
content addressed to the journalists (e.g., response to a
question), or just to get a better sense of a source’s behavior
to see if they are “conversational”.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Social media have altered our society’s information and
communication fabric and will continue to be increasingly
integrated in various ways into journalistic practice. As a
consequence, it is important to continue to develop
information tools for journalists, and other professional and
non-professional actors, to find and evaluate information
from social media sources.
In this paper we have developed and evaluated a tool for
journalists to search for and assess sources in social media
around breaking news events. We presented a number of
computational information cues that were found to be
beneficial for this task and match their needs and practices.
In particular we developed a high precision eyewitness
detector that was perceived to have value for journalists
seeking immediate, on-the-ground reports around breaking
news. The user-type classifier filter allowed journalists to
focus on subsets of users that might provide different types
of information, such as organizations that might be

involved with a response, or journalists who might have
local and trusted knowledge of the event. Visual cues about
a source’s network and their friend’s locations were used as
heuristics for credibility. For instance, journalists used a
source’s friends’ locations to estimate the authority of that
person for information related to the event location.
As a prototype system, SRSR has advanced the state of the
art, but many opportunities remain. First, SRSR mimics a
real-time scenario, but there are technical challenges in
adapting the SRSR algorithms and methods to truly work in
real-time. Second, the eyewitness classification algorithm,
though a simple and high-precision method, could
incorporate more sophisticated machine learning and
additional source features such as location or other
language features. Third, other network representations can
be developed to evaluate a source or confer credibility.
Finally, estimates of location information of the user and
their friends could improve based on language content or
geo-coded posts. More broadly we’re interested in
exploring various scenarios of deployment across users
(e.g. non-professionals), event-types (e.g. proximate,
routine), or with capabilities for journalists to interactively
direct activity in social media via assignments [24].
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